To keep an eye on
your assets fast, talk to
the leader in the field.

Anything’s possible.

From SAP to MYOB users, organisations find integrating the Asset Tracking
Tool (ATT) into their management regime provides significantly faster and more
accurate feedback regarding their asset tracking and stock control.
Following the demise of American corporations such as WorldCom and Enron,
and local companies One -Tel and HIH, many organisations are now focussed on
stricter corporate governance. The Sarbanes-Oxley legislation passed in 2002 in
the USA, and the equivalent CLERP 9 legislation in Australia, was introduced to
ensure improvements in the implementation and reporting
of honest and auditable corporate practices are met.
ATT enables organisations to meet depreciation and accounting standards, cost centre allocation, accountability and theft
management while negating the requirement for paper-based
processes.
The ATT works with any major Finance or ERP system by
extracting asset information and transferring it to a hand held
computing device. An asset stock take or tracking session is
then performed and up to the minute information regarding
assets is collected.
Often the information collected
during a tracking session includes
asset location, cost centre allocation,
serial numbers and up to 40 additional
fields of data. A notepad feature
allows even more data to be recorded.
The ATT solution takes the updated
information and uploads it back into
to the financial system eliminating
the need to maintain a separate
asset register.
While the ATT solution was
traditionally a bar code based tracking
solution, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has significantly
enhanced the possible uses of the ATT. As RFID does not require Line of Sight
to work, artworks and artefacts are no longer defaced with a bar code and
documents are easily tracked even inside locked drawers. Both bar code and RFID
technology can be used simultaneously.
And to make the ATT solution even more attractive is most organisations find
that it will pay for itself within the first two years.
For further information please call TIG on 02 02 9407 8770 or
visit our website at www.tigint.com

Anything’s possible.

